Abstract. The use of multiresolution decompositions in the context of finite volume schemes for conservation laws was first proposed by A. Harten for the purpose of accelerating the evaluation of numerical fluxes through an adaptive computation. In this approach the solution is still represented at each time step on the finest grid, resulting in an inherent limitation of the potential gain in memory space and computational time. The present paper is concerned with the development and the numerical analysis of fully adaptive multiresolution schemes, in which the solution is represented and computed in a dynamically evolved adaptive grid. A crucial problem is then the accurate computation of the flux without the full knowledge of fine grid cell averages. Several solutions to this problem are proposed, analyzed, and compared in terms of accuracy and complexity.
1. Introduction 1.1. The background. The present work is concerned with the numerical solution of the Cauchy problem for hyperbolic systems of conservation laws of the form ∂ t u + Div x (f (u(t, x))) = 0, u ∈ R m , x ∈ R d , t > 0, (1) with initial value u(t = 0, x) = u 0 (x). It is well known that the exact solution to such equations may develop singularities in finite time even when u 0 is smooth, so that one needs to consider weak solutions. In the scalar case, uniqueness of such
is ensured by appending certain entropy conditions. It is also well known that the presence of singularities results in numerical difficulties when it comes to the standard discretization of (1) . In the case of the most commonly used finite volume schemes, this is reflected by the fact that convergence to the entropy solution can only easily be proved for low order monotone schemes, and that even for high order schemes, the rate of convergence of the approximate solution u h associated to a mesh size h is inherently limited by the lack of global smoothness of the solution: since it is at most in BV , one can certainly not expect a better global estimate than u − u h L 1 ≤ C(t)h, and moreover the existing schemes can only be proved to converge with the suboptimal rate h 1/2 . We refer to [25] and [26] for a general account on these theoretical and numerical difficulties.
In this context, the use of adaptive methods appears as a natural idea to improve the computational efficiency. Intuitively, a good adaptive method should combine high order approximation in the smooth regions of the solution together with mesh refinement near the singularities. In the finite element setting, this is typically illustrated by h-p methods (see e.g., [4] ) in which one seeks an equilibrium between the high order rate CH p in the smooth regions and the low order rate ch q , where h H and q p. For nonstationary problems such as (1) , a specific difficulty is that the singularities move as time progresses, so that the adapted mesh should be updated at each time step. Such "moving mesh techniques" are feasible (see e.g., [27] ), but the numerical analysis of their performance is delicate, as well as their practical implementation in more than one dimension.
In this paper, we shall present an alternative strategy for adaptive discretizations, based on a coupling of multiresolution representation and finite volume schemes, which allows a relatively simple implementation and a rigorous error analysis.
Multiresolution methods.
The use of multiresolution methods in numerical simulation has long been associated with multigrid techniques for the optimal preconditioning of elliptic operator equations. In recent years, the emergence of wavelet bases, and the observation of their dramatic compression properties for fairly general functions, has motivated the development of multiresolution methods for the purpose of adaptive computations for PDE's (see [10] and [15] for surveys on wavelets in the context of numerical simulation). In the context of hyperbolic conservation laws, the use of adaptive multiresolution methods was initially proposed in the pioneering work by Berger and Collela [3] and Harten [21, 22] . Harten's approach, which is closer in spirit to the present work, can be summarized as follows (more details will be given in Section 2). Given a finite volume scheme which operates on a fine mesh, the multiresolution representation of the numerical solution in terms of cell averages on a coarse mesh and wavelet coefficients at intermediate scales is used at each time step to indicate the local smoothness of the solution. This information is used to accelerate the scheme by saving on the evaluation of the numerical flux, which is exactly computed on the finest mesh only in the regions of poor smoothness (or high gradients), otherwise computed approximately from its exact computation on coarser meshes. While this strategy was initially developed for one-dimensional structured grids, several contributions have made it operational for various types of multivariate finite volume meshes (Cartesian [5, 8] , curvilinear [16, 30] , triangular [13, 31] and unstructured [1] ). Several remarks should be made concerning such a strategy:
• The goal is not to improve the accuracy but rather to gain computational time while staying within the same accuracy as the reference finite volume scheme. One of the most attractive features of this approach is that it can be thought as an "accelerating" device that can be superimposed on an existing code without requiring significant changes to the existing structure.
• This strategy is particularly effective for high resolution methods (such as the ENO schemes introduced in [23] ) in which the flux computations are heavy and dominate the overall computational cost. In such a case, the observed gain in computational time can typically reach up to 5, depending on the test configuration at hand. However, this gain is inherently limited by the fact that the evolution still takes place at the finest resolution level: the multiresolution structure is not used to compute and represent the solution in a compressed form, but only to accelerate the flux computations. In turn, both the computational cost and the memory storage size remain proportional to the cardinality of the finest mesh. In this sense Harten's approach should be qualified as "semi-adaptive".
• The numerical analysis of the error produced by the approximate flux computation is not fully understood. In particular, it typically relies on heuristic arguments of the following type: if Λ n (ε) is the set of wavelet coefficients above some threshold ε for the numerical solution at time step n, one is able to "predict" a setΛ n+1 (ε) which both contains Λ n (ε) and Λ n+1 (ε). To our knowledge, the existing strategies for constructing the setΛ n+1 (ε) have not yet been fully justified by rigorous analysis.
1.3.
Objectives and outline of the paper. The objectives of the present paper are twofold. First, we shall provide a fully adaptive algorithm in which both the computational cost of one time step and the memory storage are proportional to the number of wavelet coefficients describing the solution. Second, we shall provide an error analysis for this scheme, which in particular includes a rigorous proof of the above heuristics. The general form of the algorithm can be roughly summarized in the following way, which is typical of wavelet-based schemes. Given u n the numerical solution at time n∆t, represented in a compressed form by a set Λ n of wavelets (i.e., u n = λ∈Λn d n λ ψ λ ), we produce u n+1 and Λ n+1 at time (n + 1)∆t by three basic steps:
• Refinement: We produce from Λ n a larger setΛ n+1 such that Λ n ⊂Λ n+1 , which is potentially adapted to describe both u n and u n+1 with the required accuracy.
• Evolution: We compute from u n an approximate solutioñ
at the next time step.
• Thresholding: We use a thresholding procedure onũ n+1 to obtain the set Λ n+1 ⊂Λ n+1 and approximate solution u n+1 = λ∈Λn+1 d n+1 λ ψ λ . An important feature of the scheme is that the wavelet coefficients of Λ n or Λ n+1 are always organized in a tree structure: whenever an index λ is included in such a set, all other indices corresponding to the same spatial locations and to coarser resolutions are also included. With this particular structure, the data of the coefficients d n λ for λ ∈ Λ n turns out to be equivalent to the discretization of u n by its cell averages on an adaptive discretization S(Λ n ) (with the same cardinality as Λ n ). As in Harten's approach we impose a maximal resolution level, and our goal is to remain within the order of accuracy achieved by the reference finite volume scheme on this finest mesh, while saving the maximal amount of computational time and memory space. However, the saving is potentially much more substantial since it is now proportional to the compression rate of the solution which is often smooth except at isolated singularities. It is also interesting to note that, in contrast to Harten's approach, the savings can be very effective in the context of a low order finite volume scheme. A first algorithm of this type was proposed in [20] , and is currently being tested for 2D problems with tensor product type discretizations and parametric patches to adapt the geometry of the domain. Since one of the main goals of the present paper is to come out with a rigorous error analysis of such adaptive algorithms, we had to reconsider, in detail, the three basic steps of the scheme.
While the error produced by the thresholding step is easily analyzed, provided that the multiscale reconstruction algorithm has some stability properties, the two other steps deserve more attention. The refinement step is meant to guarantee the accuracy of approximation at the next time step. Our analysis will reveal that this is indeed possible by exploiting certain features of the finite volume scheme as well as the characterization of local Hölder smoothness from the decay properties of wavelet coefficients. The resulting refinement strategy is slightly different from the one proposed in [22] , which was mostly based on heuristic arguments. It is actually more severe and thus more costly. As we shall see in the numerical examples section, Harten's refinement strategy is, in practice, sufficient to guarantee the accuracy of approximation at the next time except in certain pathological situations where our refinement strategy seems necessary. Concerning the evolution step, the main difficulty is to obtain an accurate flux evaluation in order to update correctly the cell average on the adaptive mesh S(Λ n+1 ) associated toΛ n+1 , without the knowledge of the fine grid cell averages. Note that this problem does not occur in Harten's approach, since these fine grid data are used to describe the solution and are thus available during the computation. A first idea could be to apply on the adaptive mesh the same finite volume scheme which is used at the finest level. Unfortunately, this results in an important loss of accuracy in the case of low order finite volume schemes, since the error is then dominated by the size of the coarsest cell which appears in the adaptive mesh S(Λ n+1 ) (see e.g., [29] for this type of error estimate). We shall propose several strategies in order to obtain a sharper evaluation of the flux, as well as the desired error estimate. In turn we shall derive a rigorous error analysis, in the sense that we are able to tune the thresholding and refinement strategy in order to ensure a prescribed distance between the numerical solutions obtained by the reference finite volume scheme and by the adaptive algorithm. For the sake of simplicity we present this analysis in the 1D scalar case. Its extension to the case of systems and multidimensional Cartesian grids is essentially technical, while it is probably much more delicate for unstructured grids. Note that such an analysis provides an a priori error estimate between the adaptive solution and the exact solution, only if such an estimate is available for the reference finite volume scheme, i.e., essentially in the case of low order schemes for scalar equations.
The resulting scheme will meet the above mentioned objectives of adaptivity, combining a low order scheme on the finest mesh in the regions of large variations with higher order approximations on coarser meshes in the regions of smoothness. As it will be demonstrated on some benchmark numerical tests, the gain in computational time and memory size can reach very large values (above 30 in some of our examples), while remaining within the order of accuracy of the reference finite volume scheme. These tests also allowed us to notice that our analysis is satisfactory in terms of estimating the error produced at each time step by thresholding and estimating the grid from the previous time step, but becomes much too pessimistic in large time since these errors do not fully accumulate.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an account on multiresolution representations in the context of finite volume discretizations, and we discuss the issue of data compression. In Section 3, we recall Harten's multiresolution scheme for conservation laws, and we present the fully adaptive scheme with different strategies for an accurate flux computation. The core of the numerical analysis of this scheme is given in Section 4. Numerical tests for 1D and 2D (scalar and system) problems are presented in Section 5 together with a discussion concerning the practical relevance of the refinement strategy and error estimate. We end by listing some remaining trends and perspectives in Section 6.
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2. Multiresolution meets finite volumes 2.1. Finite volume schemes. In the context of finite volume schemes, the natural discretization of the solution to (1) is by its cell averages: the spatial domain being partitioned into "cells" (Ω γ ) γ∈S -typically intervals in 1D, triangles or quadrangles in 2D-one is interested in computing approximations u n γ of the exact averages of u at discrete times n∆t, i.e.,
By the divergence theorem, the exact average satisfies
where n γ (x) is the outer normal vector to Ω γ . This can be rewritten as
where the sum is over all µ = γ such that the interface Γ γ,µ = Ω γ ∩ Ω µ is not trivial and where F n γ,µ denotes the average flux across this interface between n∆t and (n + 1)∆t, i.e.,
The conservative structure of the equation is expressed by the balance F n γ,µ +F n µ,γ = 0. A finite volume scheme has the form
where the numerical fluxes F In the context of nonsmooth solutions of scalar conservation laws, certain finite volume schemes-mostly first order accurate-can be proved to converge to the entropy solution of (1) in the L 1 norm, with rate O(h 1/2 ) for Cartesian grids [29] and O(h 1/4 ) for unstructured grids [9] , where h := max γ∈S diam(Ω γ ). The use of higher order schemes is both limited by the theoretical difficulties in analyzing their convergence to the entropy solution and by the important computational cost of evaluating the fluxes F n γ,µ . This last difficulty was the initial motivation for the use of multiresolution techniques in the context of finite volume schemes.
2.2.
Finite volume multiresolution and wavelets. Finite volume multiresolution is based on considering nested finite volume discretizations: for j = 0, 1, · · · , J, we are given regular disjoint partitions (Ω γ ) γ∈Sj of R d (or of a domain of interest) such that each Ω γ , γ ∈ S j , is the union of a finite number of cells Ω µ , µ ∈ S j+1 . The index j refers to the scale level in the sense that there exist fixed constants c, C such that
where c γ (resp. C γ ) are balls contained in (resp. containing) Ω γ . In order to keep track of the scale j associated to an index γ, we shall make use of the notation
Basic example: For sake of simplicity we shall often refer to the most basic example of the univariate dyadic intervals
which clearly fulfills all the above prescriptions.
2.2.1.
Projection. Consider a vector U j := (u γ ) γ∈Sj of discrete data on the grid S j . If we think of this vector as representing the cell-averages of some function
it is natural to introduce a straightforward projection operator P j j−1 , which maps U j to U j−1 , by the simple remark that since the partitions S j are nested, we obtain the averages at the coarser level by
In the univariate dyadic case this amounts in half-summing the averages at the finer level, i.e., , which maps U j−1 to an approximationÛ j of U j . In contrast to the projection operator, there is an infinite number of choice for definition of P j−1 j , but we impose at least two basic constraints:
• The prediction is local, i.e.,û µ depends on the values u γ on a finite stencil R µ surrounding Ω µ , i.e., such that
for some fixed M .
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• The prediction is consistent with the projection in the sense that
i.e., it is conservative with respect to the coarse grid cell averages, or equivalently P j j−1 P j−1 j = Id. Note that this property implies that the stencil R µ must contain the unique index γ such that |µ| = |γ| + 1 and Ω µ ⊂ Ω γ . A trivial example of such a reconstruction operator is by simply takinĝ
Note that we do not a priori impose the linearity of the prediction operator. However, this property will be helpful in the subsequent numerical analysis, together with other additional assumptions on P j−1 j (stability and accuracy) that we shall address further.
Multiresolution decomposition.
We can define the prediction error at level j as the differences between the exact and predicted values, i.e.,
From the consistency assumption, we see that this error satisfies the dependence relations |µ|=|γ|+1,Ωµ⊂Ωγ
This redundancy suggests that we select a set ∇ j ⊂ S j obtained by removing for each γ ∈ S j−1 one µ ∈ S j such that Ω µ ⊂ Ω γ . Then, defining the detail vector D j = (d µ ) µ∈∇j , it is clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence between U j and (U j−1 , D j ) which can be implemented using the operators P j j−1 and P j−1 j . In the univariate dyadic case the detail vector can be simply defined as
By iteration of this decomposition, we obtain a multiscale representation of
Using the local structure of the projection and prediction operators, we can implement the multiscale transformation (17) and its inverse M −1 with optimal complexity O(N J ), where N J := #(S J ) represents the dimension of U J .
2.2.4.
Wavelets. In the case where P j−1 j is linear, i.e.,
M and M −1 are simple changes of bases. If the U j are given by (10), using the wavelet terminology, we can write
where the dual scaling functionφ γ is simplỹ 
where the dual waveletψ µ is given bỹ
In the rest of this paper, in order to describe in a simple way the multiresolution vector, we define ∇ J := J j=0 ∇ j with ∇ 0 := S 0 and write
where we have set
In the case of a structured grid, e.g., in the univariate dyadic case, it is natural to impose a simple translation invariant structure on the prediction operator, i.e., a rule of the formû
with some possible additional adaptations near the boundary of the domain. Since (20) and ψ λ L 1 ≤ C independently of λ in view of (22), if we assume a uniform bound on the prediction coefficients c µ,γ (which always exists for the prediction operators which have been used for our schemes).
In the univariate dyadic setting, note that the simple prediction operator defined by (14) leads to the well-known Haar system
2.3. Compression. One of the main interests in decomposing U J into M J is that this new representation is often more appropriate for data compression. This property will be crucial for the practical efficiency of our scheme.
Given a set Λ ⊂ ∇ J of indices λ, we define a truncation operator T Λ acting on multiscale representations that leaves unchanged the component d λ if λ ∈ Λ and replaces it by 0, otherwise. In practice, we are typically interested in sets Λ obtained by thresholding: given a set of level-dependent threshold (ε 0 , ε 1 (26) and define the corresponding thresholding operator T Λ .
Applying T Λ on the multiscale decomposition of U J amounts to building a nonlinear approximation A Λ U J , where the operator A Λ is given by
Here A Λ is a nonlinear operator since Λ depends of U J according to (26) . When Λ is fixed independently of U J , it is a standard linear projection. A substantial survey on nonlinear approximation-in particular by thresholding procedures-can be found in [18] . One of its main interests to us is the ability to resolve adaptively piecewise smooth functions with a small number of parameters, since we expect that the unthresholded details in the finest scale are only concentrated near the isolated singularities. Such compression properties are however tied to additional assumptions on the prediction operator P j−1 j : polynomial accuracy and multiscale stability.
2.3.1. Accuracy. This first assumption means that the prediction has some prescribed order N > 0 of accuracy or equivalently is exact for polynomials of degree N − 1, i.e., if u ∈ Π N −1 , then u γ =û γ for all γ. In other words, for all u ∈ Π N −1 and for all λ ∈ ∇ J , we have
i.e., the first N moments of the dual wavelets are zero. Such a property has an immediate consequence on the size of the d λ in the smooth regions: if u has C s smoothness within the supportΣ λ ofψ λ for some s ≤ N , we can use that d λ = u − p,ψ λ for all p ∈ Π N −1 to estimate this coefficient by
Here we have used the properties of local polynomial approximation onΣ λ which has size of order O(2 −|λ| ) and the fact that theψ λ are normalized in L 1 . The fast decay of the detail coefficients in the smooth regions will thus be ensured if N is sufficiently large.
Note that the prediction operator (14) associated with the Haar system is only exact for constants, i.e., the multiresolution is "first order accurate". A possible way to raise accuracy is to define P j j+1 through a procedure of polynomial reconstruction, which is easy to operate for structured grids. For the sake of simplicity, let us restrict to the univariate dyadic case: consider the centered stencil (u j,k−M , · · · , u j,k+M ) and define the unique polynomial p j,k of degree 2M such that
Then we simply define the prediction in the two half intervals of Ω j,k by using the averages of p j,k , i.e.,
Clearly this process is exact for polynomials of degree 2M , i.e., has accuracy order N = 2M + 1. It is also clear that raising the order imposes larger stencils. In our 1D simulations, we have used the case M = 1, i.e., a third order accurate multiresolution. In this case, the prediction is explicitly given bŷ 
Such a reconstruction can be decomposed in two steps: one first reconstructs from M λ a cell-average vector on the grid S |λ| , then iteratively applies on this vector the prediction operator P j−1 j for j = |λ| + 1, · · · , J without adding details. For example, in the univariate dyadic case if λ = (j, k), then Ψ J,λ = Ψ j,k is explicitly defined by
with 1 at position 2k and −1 at position 2k + 1, or equivalently by Ψ j,k := Φ j,2k − Φ j,2k+1 , where
with 1 at position k. We are thus interested in the stability of the iterative applications of the prediction operators P j−1 j . This problem is particularly well understood for structured grids, e.g., in the univariate dyadic case, which allows a similar refinement process from scale to scale. In such cases, a natural way to address this problem is by analyzing the convergence of Ψ J,λ (viewed as piecewise constant functions on the grid S J ) to limit functions ψ λ as the refinement level J goes to +∞. We thus consider an infinite hierarchy of discretizations (S j ) j≥0 , and we define the full set of indices
The study of the limit functions to such refinement processes (or subdivision algorithms) is a well-known task in computer-aided geometric design and wavelet theory, and it is particularly understood in the case of uniform refinements on structured grids. We refer to [19] or [7] for general surveys on subdivision algorithms and to [17] or [10] for their relations to wavelets, and we simply recall here some basic facts. If the subdivision process converges at least in L 1 , then one can check that the limit functions (ψ λ ) λ∈∇ constitute together with (ψ λ ) λ∈∇ a biorthogonal wavelet system similar to those introduced in [12] : an arbitrary function u ∈ L 1 can be synthesized according to
and we have the duality relations
The synthesis and analysis functions ψ λ andψ λ are called the primal and dual wavelets.
In the univariate dyadic case, assuming that the prediction operator has the Toeplitz structure (24) , the primal wavelets have the general form
In more general cases, we also have the
At the discrete level J, for |λ| ≤ J, the vector Ψ J,λ coincides with the cellaverages of ψ λ at level J, i.e., Ψ J,λ = ( ψ λ ,φ γ ) γ∈SJ . Defining at level J the normalized 1 metric by
which is equivalent to the L 1 norm of the corresponding piecewise constant function, we see that
We can therefore control the effect of thresholding by the following estimate
In the following, we shall always use a threshold of the type
which amounts to keeping the largest
. This strategy-which was already proposed by Harten in [22] -finds some rigorous justification in the theory of nonlinear approximation: roughly speaking, for a large variety of norms · X , one can prove that an approximation of a function u by an N -term combination of wavelets u N which is nearly optimal when measured in
is simply obtained as the truncated expansion of u, keeping only the N largest d λψλ X (see e.g., [18] or [10] for such types of results). Since we are targeting an L 1 error estimate, it is thus natural to use such a level dependent threshold in order to minimize the number N of degrees of freedom for the prescribed L 1 accuracy, and it is thus also crucial to use prediction operators such that the primal wavelets are at least in L 1 . If we work on a finite domain, we can then go further by deriving the estimate
This last estimate led Harten to the more specific choice η = 2 −dJ ε, i.e.,
in order to ensure a thresholding error of prescribed order ε.
Note however that (43) is very crude since it bounds all the thresholded L 1 components by η while many of them might be much smaller. In other words the choice of Λ by (26) and (44) might keep too many coefficients for the target accuracy. A smarter thresholding strategy, which also ensures an error of order ε while minimizing the number of preserved coefficients, is the following: sort the indices λ into a sequence (λ(n)) n≥0 such that the sequence d *
and then define Λ := {(λ(n)) ; n > N}. Note that this still amounts to defining Λ according to (26) with ε j = 2 dj η but with η possibly much larger than 2 −dJ ε. In the schemes that will be presented further, we shall nevertheless use (44). One of the specificities of this threshold is that it also ensures an error estimate of order ε in the sup-norm (and by interpolation in all other discrete p norms) if the primal wavelets ψ λ are in L ∞ . Indeed, we have
where we have used the fact that the ψ λ and Ψ J,λ are normalized in the sup-norm, and that at fixed level |λ| = j, the Ψ J,λ do not overlap too much in the sense that
The integrability of the primal scaling functions and wavelets is in some sense a minimal requirement for controlling the effect of thresholding. However, the analysis of our scheme will also rely on stronger smoothness properties of these functions, in relation with the following fact: if the ψ λ are in C r , there is a converse to (29) which says that such a decay property is an effective local smoothness indicator. More precisely, if Σ is a given domain and if for some s < r we have the estimate
−s|λ| for all λ ∈ ∇ such that the support of ψ λ intersects Σ, then u has C s smoothness on Σ. Here C s is the usual Hölder class when s is fractional, and when s is an integer it should be replaced by the Besov space B s ∞,∞ (which is then slightly larger than C s ; see e.g., [28, 24, 10, 17] for such results). We shall use a discrete counterpart of such a result (Lemma 4.3) in the analysis of the adaptive schemes that we shall develop in Secton 3.
Note that in the case of the prediction operator (14) associated with the Haar system, we haveψ = ψ and therefore the primal wavelet has no Hölder smoothness. In contrast, it is known that the limit functions associated with (32) have C r smoothness for all r < 1.
2.3.3.
Tree-structured compression. In our particular context, we shall be interested in that the set of preserved indices Λ has a tree structure. In order to define such structures properly, we introduce the following terminology: if Ω µ ⊂ Ω γ with |γ| = |µ| − 1, we say that µ is a "child" of γ and that γ is the "parent" of µ. Note that by the definition of ∇ j , if γ has N (γ) children, N (γ) − 1 of them are in ∇, i.e., represent a detail. We call these the "detail children" of γ. Definition 2.1. A set of indices Λ ∈ ∇ is a tree if it holds that: (i) the fundamental level ∇ 0 = S 0 is contained in Λ.
(ii) if µ and ν are detail children of the same γ, then µ ∈ Λ if ν ∈ Λ.
(iii) if γ is such that its detail children are in Λ, then the parent of γ has the same property.
In the univariate dyadic case, this definition can be rewritten in the following simpler form: ∇ 0 ∈ Λ and
In particular, assumption (ii) is useless since each γ = (j, k) has only one detail child, corresponding to the detail d j,k .
The importance of tree structures is in that they are associated in a natural way to a "hybrid" discretization by cells of various levels. We first define the leaves L(Λ) Figure 1 . Example of (nongraded) tree Λ and corresponding adaptive mesh S(Λ). of a tree Λ as those λ ∈ Λ which have no children in Λ. Clearly the Ω λ , λ ∈ L(Λ), are disjoint but they do not form a partition, i.e., they do not tile the whole domain. For example, in the case where the leaves are all at level j, i.e., L(Λ) = ∇ j , we do not have a partition since ∇ j was built as a strictly smaller subset of S j in order to have a nonredundant detail vector. In order to have a partition, we need to add to L(Λ) all those µ which have a common parent with some λ ∈ L(Λ) but are not in ∇ (in the case L(Λ) = ∇ j , this corresponds to complete ∇ j into S j ). The resulting set S(Λ) corresponds to an adaptive partition of the space domain (Ω λ ) λ∈S(Λ) , which can also be obtained by an iterative refinement process: starting from the coarse partition (Ω λ ) λ∈S0 , we subdivide a cell Ω λ of the current partition whenever the detail children of λ are in Λ. We also define the larger set R(Λ), corresponding to all the Ω λ produced by the adaptive refinement process even at intermediate stages, i.e., all the Ω λ which are unions of Ω µ with µ ∈ S(Λ). One easily checks that
We present in Figure 1 an example of a tree Λ together with the corresponding adaptive mesh S(Λ) in the univariate dyadic case.
A family of prediction operators P j−1 j being fixed, we shall also be interested in the following elaboration of a tree structure which corresponds to a certain amount of grading in the hybrid mesh.
Definition 2.2. A tree Λ is graded if for all µ ∈ Λ, the prediction stencil R µ is contained in R(Λ).
Note that in the case of the predictions operators (14) , a tree is always graded. We present in Figure 2 an example of a graded tree in the univariate dyadic case, with respect to the prediction operator (32) , which is the smallest graded tree containing the tree in Figure 1 . In this case, the grading property takes the simpler form
The interest of the grading assumption is due to the following result. 
Proof. Given (d λ ) λ∈Λ , we compute (u λ ) λ∈R(Λ) by a coarse-to-fine algorithm. We first observe that (d λ ) λ∈Λ contains (u λ ) λ∈∇0 and that ∇ 0 = R(Λ) ∩ S 0 . At some step j ≥ 0, we assume that we have computed the (u λ ) λ∈R(Λ)∩∇ j . Then, using the assumption that Λ is a graded tree, we can compute
Conversely, given (u λ ) λ∈S(Λ) , we compute together (u λ ) λ∈R(Λ) and (d λ ) λ∈Λ by a fine-to-coarse algorithm. We first remark that for the maximal level
as the union of (u λ ) λ∈S(Λ)∩∇j−1 and of the projection of (u λ ) λ∈R(Λ)∩∇j . We then compute the prediction (û λ ) λ∈R(Λ)∩∇j , and thus the details
Remark 2.4. For a nongraded tree Λ, one can still easily prove the following: if u has all its details d λ = 0 for λ / ∈ Λ, then there exists an isomorphism between the cell averages (u λ ) λ∈S(Λ) and the coefficients (d λ ) λ∈Λ . However, the complexity of implementing this isomorphism is O(#(Λ)), whereΛ is the smallest graded tree containing Λ. This is due to the fact that the reconstruction of a u λ always requires the knowledge of the u γ for γ ∈ R λ .
In all the following, we shall always consider data compression on graded trees, which we obtain by possibly enlarging the set of nonthresholded coefficients: we define Λ ε to be the smallest graded tree containing the set {λ ; |d λ | ≥ ε |λ| }, where ε j is given by (44). We define the corresponding tree approximation operator A ε := A Λε . It is clear that we have
since we are using a larger set of coefficients than with a simple thresholding.
3. From Harten's scheme to fully adaptive schemes Both Harten's multiresolution scheme and the fully adaptive scheme that we shall develop to numerically solve (1) rely on a finite volume scheme (6) which operates on the finest resolution level. We rewrite (6) as
where V 
where I(γ) represents the finite volume stencil attached to γ and F the numerical flux balance function.
We denote by E J the corresponding discrete (nonlinear) evolution operator associated to this standard scheme, so that, assuming that we initialize the scheme on the exact cell average vector U
If U n J is the cell average vector of the exact solution u at time n∆t, we define the error by
For low order schemes applied to scalar conservation laws, it is usually possible to derive an a priori error estimate e n ≤ Cn∆t2 −J/2 in 1D and e n ≤ Cn∆t2 −J/4 in several space dimensions, while in more general situations we can only rely on the practical application of the scheme to evaluate this quantity. Note that the time step is typically limited by a CFL condition
where the constant C typically depends on the supremum of the first order space derivatives of the flux function over the range |v| ≤ u 0 L ∞ .
The goal of the multiresolution schemes that we shall now investigate is to compute a numerical solution U n J with a significant CPU gain over the reference finite volume scheme, while the additional error
remains within a prescribed accuracy. It is of course natural that this accuracy should be chosen of the same order as the error estimate available for e n .
3.1. Harten's heuristics. Both Harten's multiresolution scheme and our fully adaptive scheme are based on the intuitive idea, introduced in [22] , that the set of significant wavelet coefficients of the numerical solution evolves "slowly" from one time step to the other. More precisely, if Λ n ε is the graded tree obtained from the application of A ε to some numerical approximation U n J of U n J , one can summarize this idea as follows. should not be substantially larger than Λ n ε . The enlargement strategy proposed by Harten in [22] typically consists in "growing" the tree according to the size of the current detail coefficients. More precisely, in the univariate dyadic case, Harten proposes the following rules:
• If (j, k) is in Λ n ε , then its neighbors at the same scale (j, k + 1) and (j, k − 1) are included inΛ 
where N is the order of accuracy of the prediction operator (i.e., the number of vanishing moments of the dual wavelets), then its children (j + 1, 2k + k ), k = 0, 1, are also included.
The first rule takes into account the finite velocity transport of the solution, assuming that some CFL condition is imposed on the time step. The second rule aims to foresee the formation of discontinuities, using the detail coefficients as numerical smoothness indicators and assuming that the future loss of this numerical smoothness can be detected on the coarse scales.
The above heuristics plays a crucial role in the error analysis of dynamically adaptive multiresolution schemes. We shall devote part of Section 4 to providing a rigorous proof of (57), which will necessitate some changes in the growing rules. In particular, we shall possibly need several levels of refinement when |d j,k | is very large, and the number of these levels will also depend on the degree of Hölder smoothness of the synthesis wavelets ψ λ .
3.2.
Harten's multiresolution scheme. By (51), we see that Assumption 3.1 also implies
i.e., the flux balance is also well represented byΛ ). Some remarks are in order at this point:
• In the one dimensional case where edges are reduced to points, the number of numerical flux evaluation is directly proportional to #(Λ
n+1 ε
). This is no more true in several dimensions, since a coarse cell Ω λ in the adaptive mesh might have a large number of fine grid edges Γ γ,µ contained in its boundary ∂Ω λ .
The number of flux evaluation is nevertheless substantially reduced since we do not need to compute the fluxes for all the edges Γ γ,µ which are inside Ω λ .
• Once the (b n λ ) µ∈S(Λ n+1 ε ) are computed, the reconstruction of AΛn+1 ε B n J on the finest grid is performed by iterating the prediction operator without adding details. In the one dimensional case it can be shown that this is equivalent to computing the remaining fluxes F n γ,µ by an iterative point value interpolation process derived from the prediction operator (see, e.g., [22] ).
• The tolerance parameter ε monitors the loss of accuracy of the scheme when compared to the standard finite volume scheme which corresponds to ε = 0. In particular, it can be easily shown (see Section 4) that if the reference finite volume scheme is 1 -contractive, i.e., E J U − E J V ≤ U − V , and under Assumption 3.1, then the additional error a n can be estimated by Cnε. In principle, raising ε is beneficial for the computational cost since it reduces #(Λ n+1 ε ). However, note that this also modifies the numerical solution at the next time step, which could possibly lead to larger sets of coefficients if the new numerical solution is less smooth.
• As already mentioned in the Introduction, the computational savings remains inherently limited by the fact that the evolution by (59) takes place on the finest discretization S J and therefore the complexity of one time step is still O(N J ). In particular, the numerical solution U n J is stored at the finest discretization level rather than in a compressed form, which is also a limitation in terms of memory space. Note that the knowledge of U n J at the finest level is needed to compute the b λ according to (61).
We shall now turn to the development, analysis, and practical testing of fully adaptive schemes which aim to circumvent these limitations, while preserving the interesting features of Harten's scheme, such as controlling the accuracy with respect to a reference finite volume scheme. This first step thus obliges us to consider the full vector U 0 J in order to decompose it and find the set Λ 0 . In practice, it might happen that this is not feasible due to the size of U 0 J , and that one needs a more direct access to a compressed representation. This is typically done through some a priori analysis of the initial value u 0 . In particular, if u 0 is provided by an analytic expression or if we have some information on the local size of its derivatives, the estimate (29) can be used to avoid the computation of most details which are below threshold. With such a strategy, we expect to obtain Λ 0 and (d , we derive the refined averages (u n λ ) λ∈S(Λn+1) .
• Computation. A first numerical solutionŨ n+1 J at time (n + 1)∆t, discretized on S(Λ n+1 ), is computed bỹ
The adaptive flux balance vector (b n λ ) λ∈S(Λn+1) is directly computed from (u n λ ) λ∈S(Λn+1) according to one of the strategies that we shall describe in subsection 3.5.
• Thresholding. Applying MΛ
and the new set Λ n+1 ⊂Λ n+1 to be the corresponding set Λ ε of preserved coefficients.
In contrast to the multiresolution scheme described in the previous section, all these steps only involve the compressed representation. Two crucial aspects are the refinement rules that defineΛ n+1 and the computation of the adaptive flux balance vector (b n λ ) λ∈S(Λn+1) without the knowledge of U n J at the finest resolution level. We address these issues in the next two subsections.
3.4. The refinement process. In order to defineΛ n+1 , we introduce several notations. First, assuming that the wavelets ψ λ has C r Hölder smoothness (in the case where r is an integer we mean by this that the r − 1 derivative of ψ λ is Lipschitz continuous) and that the dual waveletsψ λ have N vanishing moments, we fix some s > 1 such that s < r + 1. Note that in the classical constructions of wavelets on structured grid, one always has r < N, so that we also have s < N + 1. If λ ∈ Λ n , we define an index n(λ) as the unique integer such that
Recall that ε |λ| is given by (44). Our growing procedure will take into account the size of d n λ in the sense that we shall typically perform max{n(λ); 0} iterative refinements of the adaptive mesh in the neighborhood of Ω λ . The index n(λ) is thus a measure of the "pollution effect" induced in the finer scales (if n(λ) > 0) at the next time step by d n λ . We also need thatΛ n+1 takes into account a pollution effect in space, which corresponds to the propagation of singularities between time n∆t and (n + 1)∆t.
In order to describe this growing procedure in a more precise way, we define Σ λ as the union of the cells of S J which constitutes the support of the discrete wavelet Ψ letting J go to infinity in the subdivision process. We recall thatΣ λ denotes the support ofψ λ , i.e., the space region which influences the coefficient d λ .
In order to take into account the influence of the evolution operator, we use the following notation: if Σ is a set of cells, we define by Σ − the set of µ in S J such that µ ∈ I(γ) for some γ ∈ Σ. Recall that I(γ) is the finite volume stencil attached to γ. In other words Σ − is the backward influence domain of Σ for one time step of the reference finite volume scheme. Similarly, we define the forward influence domain Σ + of Σ as the set of µ in S J such that I(µ) ∩ Σ is not empty. These influence domains are typically the union of Σ and a layer of fine grid cells, the width of which depends on the size of the finite volume stencil.
For λ ∈ Λ n , we define the influence set of λ by
i.e., all the µ of scale level less than |λ| + n(λ) such that the detail
We then defineΛ n+1 by adding to Λ n all the influence trees:
In Section 4, we shall see that with such a definition for Λ n+1 , one can rigorously prove Harten's heuristics expressed by Assumption 3.1 (in the context of multiresolution decomposition based on structured grids).
Remark 3.2. One can easily check that from its definition the influence set Λ λ is necessarily a graded tree. ThereforeΛ n+1 defined by (66) automatically inherits the structure of a graded tree. Remark 3.3. In view of (65), we shall reduce the number of refinements n(λ) if we take s as large as possible, with the limitation s < r + 1. This is slightly different from the heuristic strategy of Harten described in subsection 3.1, which corresponds to taking s = N + 1 and to limit the refinements to at most one level. It is thus important that the smoothness r of the primal wavelets is not too small. Recalling that r < N in all wavelet constructions, we see that our strategy introduces more refinements than Harten's strategy. As we shall see in Section 5, Harten's refinement strategy is in practice sufficient to guarantee the needed accuracy of approximation at the next time. However, we shall exhibit particular initial data for which our strategy becomes necessary. (68) i.e., J applications of a simple 4 × 4 matrix M . More generally, we see that if the adaptive mesh is locally refined up to some level j in the neighborhood of one of its points x, the computation of the flux at x will require J − j applications of M . Therefore, it will be sufficient to store the powers (M, M 2 , · · · , M J ) in order to have direct access to the fine grid cell averages which are needed for the flux computation. In turn, the computational cost of the local reconstruction is optimal with respect to the adaptive discretization since #(T (Λ Remark 3.4. The case where the adaptive grid is not locally uniform around x is not a real problem since the graded tree assumption ensures that at most two adjacent levels (j, j + 1) are represented in the four cells of the adaptive grid surrounding this point. Therefore, by one application of the prediction operator, we immediately recover the four cell averages at the uniform level j +1 which are needed to initialize the local reconstruction.
Remark 3.5. With such a local reconstruction process, our scheme meets the general requirements of adaptivity which were raised in the introduction, namely combining high order approximation in the smooth regions together with mesh refinement near the singularities, even if the reference finite volume scheme is low order accurate. Indeed, high order approximation in the smooth regions is here ensured by the polynomial exactness in the multiresolution prediction operator rather than by the finite volume scheme itself.
As we shall see in Section 4, the error produced by the adaptive scheme with such local reconstructions can be analyzed in a relatively simple way under the assumption that the reference finite volume scheme is 1 -contractive. In the multivariate case this strategy is still feasible but the computational cost and memory storage are no more optimal since in this case #(T (Λ can be constructed from the available data with an optimal computational cost and memory storage. In the following we briefly describe two strategies of that type. Therefore, this second strategy can only be successful if a high order scheme, such as an ENO scheme, is applied in the coarse regions. In this context, a rigorous error analysis seems more difficult due to the lack of available results concerning the stability and convergence of high order ENO schemes on uniform grids. In practice, we have observed that such a strategy essentially exhibits the same performances as the exact local reconstruction strategy, with an optimal computational cost and memory storage, proportional to #(Λ n+1 ε ). We end by describing a third hybrid strategy which can be viewed as a combination of the two previous ones. The idea is to associate to each edge E of S(Λ n+1 ) a fixed finite number of fine grid edges Γ γ,µ contained in E and to reconstruct exactly the fine scale averages only on the subsetT (Λ ), the cost of the local reconstruction is optimal even in several dimensions.
Error analysis
For the analysis of Harten's multiresolution scheme and of our fully adaptive scheme, we are interested in controlling the additional error a n by some prescribed accuracy. For this, we shall need the following assumption on the reference finite volume scheme. Assumption 4.1. There exists some fixed C ≥ 0 such that the reference scheme satisfies
In the case where C = 0, this assumption means that the scheme is 1 -contractive, a property which is achieved by several first order accurate schemes. Recall that even for such schemes, we expect that the fully adaptive scheme provides a high order decay of the error with respect to the number of degrees of freedom.
4.1. Cumulative error analysis. Let us first consider Harten's multiresolution scheme as described in subsection 3.2. In this case, following the analysis in [22] , we can bound the error with respect to the reference finite volume scheme according to a n ≤ E J U is approximated by the adaptive set AΛ n ε which was refined from Λ n−1 ε . Under Assumption 3.1, which we shall rigorously prove in subsection 4.3 based on the refinement rule of subsection 3.4, this cumulative error is bounded by Cε. In the case where the reference scheme is 1 -contractive, this immediately leads to the estimate
At fixed time T = n∆t, this leads to
Under the more general Assumption 4.1, we derive
and thus the same estimate as (72) if T is not large. Note that based on (55), we typically take ∆t proportional to 2 −J so that these estimates are in O(
. This suggests that we take ε of order 2 −(1+γ)J if the error estimate available between the reference finite volume scheme and the exact solution is in CT 2 −γJ . Let us now turn to the fully adaptive scheme that was proposed in subsection 3.3. We shall only consider here the version of this scheme where the flux is computed by exact local reconstruction as proposed in subsection 3.5.1. In order to compare the fully adaptive scheme with the reference scheme, we shall still evaluate a n := U 
where
M is the linear approximation operator based on discarding the coefficients not inΛ n+1 and A ε is the tree-structured compression operator.
Proof. Since we use the exact numerical flux in the evolution of the averages (u
The term c n is thus exactly the same refinement error as in Harten's scheme and, as already explained, will be bounded by Cε if we apply the refinement rule proposed in subsection 3.4. The additional term t n corresponding to the thresholding error is always bounded by Cε according to (50). Therefore the fully adaptive scheme satisfies exactly the same error bounds as Harten's scheme, i.e., (72) in the case of an 1 -contractive reference scheme or (73) for a more general scheme which satisfies Assumption 4.1.
It remains for us to show how the refinement strategy proposed in subsection 3.4 ensures the validity of Harten's heuristics or equivalently the estimate of the cumulative error c n by Cε. This is the purpose of the next subsection. In order to prove this estimate, we shall restrict our discussion to multiresolution representations based on structured finite volume meshes. For the sake of simplicity, we shall present the proof in the univariate dyadic case, i.e., S j defined by (9) . The generalization of the proof to the multivariate structured meshes is straightforward but involves much heavier notation. Much more difficult seems to be the generalization of our results to unstructured meshes. In particular, our way of proof, through Lemma 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 below, involve three ingredients: (i) the smoothness of the primal wavelets ψ λ , (ii) finite difference operators of possibly high order, and (iii) the shift invariance of the discrete evolution operator E J . All these ingredients are essentially well defined in the case of structured meshes, and a proper generalization of them to the unstructured case is not clearly available.
In the simple univariate dyadic case, we can identify a vector of fine grid data U J = (u γ ) γ∈SJ to a uniform sampling:
We define the finite difference of order M and step K of a vector U J at the sampling point k on the finest grid by Recall that the refinement process proposed in subsection 3.4 involves some s > 0 such that s < r + 1, assuming that the wavelets ψ λ have C r Hölder smoothness and that the dual waveletsψ λ have N vanishing moments (N > r) . We also define R as the unique integer such that
In particular, we have R ≤ N . We can estimate the details d µ (U J ) of a vector U J from its finite differences of order N and step 2 J−|µ| which stencil is contained in the supportΣ µ ofψ µ according to the following result. 
Proof. The supportΣ µ is of the form
where p is an integer that indicates the space position of µ and m is a fixed integer which depends on the size of the prediction stencil. From its definition d µ is a linear combination of cell averages at scale 2 −µ of the form
In the case of a prediction operator of the type (24), the coefficients ρ j are independent of µ. In fact we shall only make use of the fact that j |ρ j | is bounded independently of µ. We remark that since the dual wavelets have N vanishing moments, d µ = 0 if U J (k) represents the cell averages of some polynomial of degree N − 1. Equivalently, d µ = 0 if U J (k) = p(k) with p ∈ Π N −1 , and the vector ρ = (ρ j ) j=0,··· ,m−1 is thus orthogonal to the vectors (j k ) j=0,··· ,m−1 for k = 0, · · · , N − 1. Therefore, we can express this vector as
where (e l ) j=0,··· ,m−1−N is a basis of the orthogonal complement to such vectors. A natural choice is given by defining
and taking for e l its shifted versions e l (j) = e 0 (j − l). Therefore a combination of the type m−1 j=0 ρ j f (j) can be rewritten in terms of N th order differences according to
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i.e., (83) with C = j |σ j |.
Such a result can be viewed as a discrete counterpart to (29) (one can actually derive (29) from (83) since the finite differences of order R can be controlled by the local Hölder smoothness). Note that (83) also holds for all M ≤ N in place of N , in particular since R ≤ N , we have
In view of (90), the estimate (78) on d µ (B n J ) will be ensured if we can bound by
J−|µ| . Our first step will be to estimate these differences in terms of the differences ∆
where {k − a, · · · , k + b} is the computation stencil associated to k. We thus need to understand the interplay between the difference operator ∆ 
In many instances we have C = 0, i.e., the sup-norm is diminished by the scheme. More generally, at fixed time T = n∆t, the above assumption leads to
with C(T ) behaving like e CT . We can also control the sup-norm U n J ∞ in a similar manner for Harten's scheme and for the fully adaptive scheme in the following sense: assuming that the estimates (78) hold at the previous time steps 0, 1, · · · , n − 1, we have committed at each of these time steps an additional error in the sup-norm which is bounded by Cε according to (45). Therefore we still have
Note that since ε will be chosen in such a way that nε is of the same order as the error estimate e n , this additional term is negligible in comparison to C(T ) u 0 L ∞ . In brief, we can assume that U n J ∞ is bounded by a constant depending on u 0 L ∞ and time T = n∆t in order to prove the estimate (78) for the next time step. The second assumption concerns the smoothness of the numerical flux balance function F . 
where the constant C k depends on C(T ), and possibly of u 0 L ∞ , but not of the finest resolution level J.
For practically all classical schemes, these assumptions are at least fulfilled at order R = 1, i.e., F is Lipschitz continuous and the left hand side of (95) is typically bounded by sup |u|≤sup |u0| |Df | ∆t ∆x , which is controlled independently of the time and space step, as well as of u 0 L ∞ , due to the CFL condition. Only a few numerical schemes for conservation laws have a numerical flux function which has more than C 1 smoothness. An typical example is the Lax-Friedrich scheme (see, e.g., [26] ) in which F has the same smoothness as f . For this type of scheme, (95) holds for values of k which depend on the smoothness of f itself. Note that in the case of a flux function given by a quadratic polynomial, e.g., Burgers equation, the C k then become trivial for k > 2. With these additional assumptions, we can estimate the |∆ 
where the constant C depends on the derivative bounds C k in (95).
Proof. We want to evaluate ∆
terms of the finite differences of U n J at lower order. For this purpose we introduce the vector P = (p 0 , · · · , p a+b ) of Lagrange polynomials of degree R defined by the interpolation conditions
and the function
With such a definition, note that we have
and therefore
Using the chain rule for differentiation, we remark that the Rth derivative G R has the general expression
Therefore, we obtain that
where the constant C depends on the c (j1,··· ,j k ) above and on
With P (x) defined by (97), we have sup
∞ and therefore C only depends of the derivative bounds C k in (95).
We then remark that a polynomial p of degree R always satisfies p (R) (x) = ∆ R 1 p(0) and more generally, for j ≤ R,
Combined with (102) and (100) this implies that |∆
up to a multiplicative constant C which only depends on the derivative bounds C k in (95). Taking the supremum over all k such that S(R, K, k) ⊂ Σ µ , we thus obtain (96).
We are thus interested in estimating the right hand side of (96) under the assumption that µ / ∈Λ n+1 . For this purpose, we shall use the following result expressing that the finite differences are controlled from the size of the wavelet coefficients. We first consider the case where M ≥ R, i.e., min{M, r} = r. Combining (115) and (116) we obtain 
If p > 1 we can combine this with (116) to obtain the estimate
We set p := R/M and take some β > 0 such that 1 + β < s < 1+R − β (which is always feasible since 1 < s < 1+R). We then elevate (115) to the power p and use Hölder's inequality to obtain
with Since 1 + β < s < 1 + R − β, both terms get estimated by C2 |µ| , which proves (114).
Clearly, the above result combined with Lemma 4.6 and (90) yields the desired result that we summarize below. 
Numerical tests
One originality and difficulty in the actual implementation of the algorithm presented in subsection 3.3 is the fulfillment of the graded tree property. In order to design an efficient data structure that is well suited for our purposes there are four basic criteria that should be taken into account:
(i) fast random access, e.g., check whether an element already exists; (ii) fast insert and delete of elements, i.e., avoid copying and sorting of elements within the data structure; (iii) fast dynamic memory allocation and extension, because the memory requirement changes during the computation; and (iv) support of group information, i.e., the connection of data corresponding to a common refinement level should be maintained.
The numerical simulations presented in this section have been performed using a C++ code which answers the previous requirements through two main data structures: the cells and the edges. Each one contains references to parent and children.
The cells also refer to their neighbors and their edges and the edges refer to their neighboring cells. The recursiveness is another important ingredient in the graded tree algorithm. Other types of data structures (see for instance [35] ) can be used based on hash tables instead of trees. 
With such an initial data, a shock develops at time t = 1/π. The simulations are performed on the [0, 1] interval with periodic boundary conditions. The multiresolution simulations are performed on a hierarchy of eight nested uniform grids S 0 ⊂ S 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ S 7 , similar to (9) up to a rescaling: the coarsest level j = 0 already includes 20 cells. The coarse-to-fine prediction operator is given by (32) . The reference finite volume scheme operates on the finest level uniform grid S 7 which contains 20 × 2 7 = 2560 cells. We consider two types of reference schemes corresponding to two different numerical fluxes: a first order Roe scheme
and a second order scheme where the input to the previousf function are the point values of an ENO reconstruction (based on the mean values on four neighboring cells), evaluated at the left and right side of the interface point between Ω λ and Ω µ . The adaptive algorithm based on these two reference schemes as described in subsection 3.3, are implemented with two different strategies for the computation of the adaptive flux balanceb n λ in (63): exact local reconstruction as explained in subsection 3.5.1 or direct evaluation applying the above flux functions on the available data as explained in subsection 3.5.2. We thus test four different adaptive schemes.
In order to estimate the error produced by the different algorithms, we compute an "exact solution" at t = 0.5 with a second order finite volume scheme on a very fine grid of 10240 cells and ∆t = 6. 25 10 −6 . The performances are summarized in Figure 3 .
The performances of the four adaptive schemes are reflected by the four curves which relate the evaluated L 1 error with the CPU cost. The plotted points on each of these curves correspond to different values of the threshold ε, from 10 −2 down to 0. The horizontal straight line indicates the error for the reference finite volume solution on S 7 , while the vertical line indicates its CPU cost. Several comments can be made:
• Certain points are sitting on the right of the vertical line, in which case the adaptive scheme costs more-in terms of CPU cost-than the uniform reference scheme. They correspond to very small threshold values (10 −5 , 10 −6 , and 0) for which the over cost due to the bookkeeping and the dynamic memory allocation is not compensated for by adaptivity. The points on the left of the vertical line correspond to computations which are faster than the uniform reference scheme.
• When the fluxes are computed with the first order Roe scheme, the strategy of direct evaluation gives bad results in the sense that the deterioration of the accuracy when raising the threshold is such that the error of the adaptive scheme is several orders of magnitude above the error of the reference scheme whenever some CPU saving is achieved. On the other hand the exact local flux evaluation allows us to preserve the accuracy of the reference scheme with CPU savings up to a factor 20.
• When the fluxes are computed with the second order scheme, both strategies give good results. It appears that the local reconstruction has a cost which is higher if the compression parameter ε is large. More precisely, the direct evaluation curve is slightly below the local reconstruction one for a small CPU. This means that one can get a given-but poor-precision faster, using the direct evaluation rather than local reconstruction. In the "safe region" (i.e., when ε is small enough so that a n is close to e n ) both algorithms exhibit the same performances. Since the error analysis relies on the local reconstruction step, we will always perform it in the subsequent 1D computations. On the other hand it is reassuring to see that from the practical point of view it is not absolutely necessary. This somehow justifies the use of the direct evaluation in the 2D case where so far we have no easy way of performing local reconstruction.
5.2.
Sharpness of the error analysis. Before proceeding further with more numerical tests, we shall use the first set of numerical tests in order to check the reliability of our error analysis. Recall that this analysis was based on estimating the cumulative error d n := E J U
• How sharp is the estimate of d n at each time step? In particular, do we have that t n and c n are indeed behaving like O(ε), and do these two errors really accumulate in d n ? • How sharp is the estimate of the error a n between the numerical solutions based on the adaptive and reference scheme? In particular do the errors (d n ) n≥0 really accumulate as time grows, i.e., is a n of the same order as n k=0 d k ? In order to answer these questions, we have made the exact computation of the quantities a n , d n , c n , and t n for various values of ε and n for a fixed number of refinement levels (six levels besides the coarse one). Our observations will also allow us to discuss the refinement strategy. i=n−10 t i . For the sake of simplicity, we will use the original notation a n forā n from now on. Figure 4 displays the dependence of these quantities with respect to ε, when using Harten's refinement strategy and our refinement strategy which guarantees an estimate of c by O(ε), respectively. We choose a time when the shock is completely formed, t n = 0.5, reached after n = 2000 time steps.
Two observations can be made. We first observe that these error terms indeed behave like O(ε), and that the thresholding term c n and the prediction term t n do indeed accumulate in d n . In this sense our analysis was sharp.
Second, we notice that the error is dominated by the thresholding term t even when using Harten's refinement strategy. For this reason, it does not seems worthwhile to apply our refinement strategy, which is too severe and costly, and we have continued to use Harten's strategy in subsequent numerical tests. We can give an intuitive explanation of why Harten's strategy is sufficient here. The piecewise smooth structure of the numerical (and exact) solution implies a specific numerical organization of the coefficients d n λ in the trees Λ n : these coefficients decrease with scale and are close to the threshold level ε |λ| when λ belongs to the leaves of the tree, i.e., λ ∈ L(Λ n ). Therefore, at the next time step, large coefficients are not created more than one refinement level above these leaves. In subsection 5.2.3, we shall yet provide an example where this organization is violated and where our refinement strategy becomes strictly necessary to ensure the estimate of the refinement error term by O(ε).
Accumulation of the error with time.
Next we address the second question, i.e., comparing the error a n with the sumã n := n k=1 d k . For various values of ε our observation is essentially the following: a n andã n are only comparable for Figure 6 . Prediction error d n after one time step for Harten strategy and our more severe strategy as a function of ε small n, i.e., small time. This is illustrated in Figure 5 which shows that for large n, the behavior of a n is not linear anymore. The unreliability of our estimate for large time is not surprising in this example. Since in any case we expect that the error remains bounded by 2 u 0 L ∞ , the d k cannot really accumulate when reaching large values of k.
A case where
Harten's refinement is not enough. We last want to show that Harten's refinement strategy can be however "defeated", yet in rather pathological situations. We consider here an initial data V 0 J such that its multiscale decomposition vector M 0 J = MV 0 J has all its coordinates equal to zero except for a single index λ in the coarsest scale: d λ = 1 with λ ∈ ∇ 0 . The adaptive algorithm will thus be initialized with the singleton Λ 0 = {λ}. For small values of ε, i.e., when |d λ | is much larger than ε, both refinement strategies differ for the first time step: our strategy will refine a number of levels proportional to the order of magnitude separating 1 and ε, while Harten's strategy will refine at most one level. Figure 6 displays the dependence of the prediction error c 1 with respect to ε for both refinement strategies. We can see that as ε gets smaller, Harten's refinement strategy is not sufficient to guarantee an estimate in O(ε). This example is yet pathological, and after a small number of time steps, we are back in the situation which was encountered in our first test: the organization of the numerically significant multiscale coefficients of the solution is such that Harten's refinement strategy can be applied without threatening the estimate on c n .
5.3.
Tests for 1D systems. The next set of numerical tests consists in applying the adaptive multiresolution to the classical "shock-tube" problem of 1D gas dynamics modeled by the Euler equations with initial piecewise constant data   
where , m, E are the density, momentum and energy, respectively. The velocity u = m/ and the pressure p are related through the equation of state for a polytropic gas,
The reference finite volume scheme uses Roe's numerical flux along with a minmod type slope limiter interpolation computed independently on each physical component (see [33] for details). We present the performance of the multiresolution scheme on the classical Sod's benchmark case on the interval [−1, 1]:
The coarsest grid S 0 consists in 200 cells. The reference finite volume solution is computed on S 6 which has 12800 cells. The CPU cost for this solution is t cpu = 6647 seconds. Here we apply the adaptive algorithm only with the exact local reconstruction strategy, and compute the L 1 error between the adaptive solution and the reference solution. We also study the effect of limiting the maximal scale level to J = 4 or J = 5 in the adaptive algorithm. The time step for these simulations depends on the finest grid step size ∆x = 
We set N CF L = 0.3, which leads to ∆t = 4.10 −5 for J = 7. In this case 6500 time iterations are necessary to reach t = 0.26. For J = 5 and J = 4 we need, respectively, 3250 and 1625 iterations. In each case, we try several values for the threshold parameter ε. In Figure 7 , we show the density at time t = 0.26 computed with the reference scheme on S 6 , along with the adaptive solution with maximal level J = 4 and threshold ε = 10 −3 on the top and ε = 10 −4 on the bottom. The adaptive solution is represented on the adaptive grid S(Λ n ) as a step function (we did not plot its reconstruction on the finest level since it cannot be visually distinguished from the reference solution). In both figures we also show the varying depth of the multiresolution analysis which reads on the bottom y-axis. In order to understand the effectiveness of adaptivity, it is natural to compare these solutions with the one obtained by application of the reference scheme on S 4 , i.e., taking ε = 0, in terms of CPU saving and of the time is 693 seconds and the L 1 error is 0.00151. For ε = 10 −4 , the error is 0.00158 which is barely above the previous one, while the CPU time drops down to 121 seconds. For ε = 10 −3 , the error is 0.00297 while the CPU time drops down to 86 seconds. In this last case, the finest level of resolution J = 4 is very seldom used in the adaptive mesh-in fact exclusively at the four locations of highest gradient for the density . This induces some slight oscillation near the contact discontinuity, around x = 0.25. For ε = 10 −4 , the oscillations near the discontinuities have disappeared. We summarize all the tests in Figure 8 : for each of the three curves corresponding to the maximal levels J = 4, 5, and 6, we plot the error with the reference solution versus the CPU and memory requirement. A vertical straight line indicates the CPU and memory required to compute the reference solution. Similar to the experiment on Burgers equation, we observe that these curves exhibit a flat region corresponding to the range of ε that ensures an error of the same order as the error of the uniform scheme on S J , i.e., taking ε = 0. It is of interest to choose the largest threshold in this range in order to minimize the CPU time as well as the memory. We also see that raising ε above this range has a dramatic effect on the error while not reducing much more the CPU and memory since the left part of the curves are almost vertical.
Tests in 2D.
We end with some numerical tests in 2D based on hierarchical triangular meshes. Here we use the prediction operator introduced in [13] and the direct evaluation strategy for the adaptive algorithm. Some first numerical tests for a linear advection problem have been presented in [14] together with a detailed description of the algorithm. Here, we consider the 2D version of Burgers equation and periodic boundary conditions. The numerical flux in that case is levels varies with time, and depends of course on the thresholding parameter. Because the initial condition is very smooth, the finest level of resolution is hardly used at time t = 0, except for very small thresholding ε = 0.001 and of course for the finite volume reference solution. At final time t = 1, the shock has developed and finer triangles are created in this region. This is clear in Figure 9 , which represents the two hybrid grids at initial and final time for ε = 0.02. For clarity of the figure, only the first 3 levels of resolution are represented. Table 1 compares the performances of the adaptive and reference finite volume scheme for different values of the threshold. For each value of ε, the solution at final time is reconstructed on the finest level to allow the computation of the error with the reference solution.
As expected, the error increases with the threshold value with the predicted O(ε) behavior. The CPU times as well as the number of triangles on the initial and final hybrid grids are also listed. It is interesting to note that for a large threshold, the number of triangles has increased at final time, while for a small threshold this feature is reversed. This can be explained as follows. At time t = 1, the shock is completely formed and the exact solution of (128)- (129) is almost piecewise affine. Since the prediction operator is exact for affine functions, all wavelet coefficients are either almost zero away from the shock or large near the shock. Therefore, as we lower the threshold, the number of triangles at final time N (ε, 1) grows slower than the number of triangles at initial time N (ε, 0). For ε ≤ 10 −3 , N (ε, 1) becomes smaller than N (ε, 0).
Conclusions and perspectives
The adaptive multiresolution scheme we have developed allows on several benchmark tests some substantial memory and CPU savings while remaining within the same accuracy as the reference finite volume scheme. In the case of multiresolution based on a structured grid, the underlying wavelet framework provides the appropriate tools for a rigorous error analysis of this scheme. We end by listing a number of remaining trends which are currently under investigation. Trend 1: Multiresolution in several dimensions. There exist many ways of building finite volume multiresolution and wavelets in several dimensions. However, many restrictions appear if one wishes to guarantee the accuracy, stability, and smoothness properties in the sense described in subsection 2.3. In the particular case of a uniform rectangular discretization, one inherits these properties from a given univariate finite volume multiresolution by means of tensor product strategies. This approach was recently extended in [16] to curvilinear discretization obtained from uniform meshes by smooth parametric maps. In this context, particular adaptations of the prediction operator (based on stable completion techniques introduced in [6] ) are needed to preserve accuracy. In the case of uniform triangular discretization, finite volume multiresolution with accuracy, stability, and smoothness properties has been obtained in [13] . In the case of unstructured meshes much less is known: while finite volume multiresolution can be designed with accuracy properties (see [1] ), a general strategy to achieve stability and smoothness properties is still an open question. Trend 2: Nonlinear multiresolution. As we pointed out in Section 2, the prediction operator need not be linear. The idea of allowing a nonlinear prediction operator was inspired by the ENO schemes of [23] which involve a data dependent selection of the computation stencil in order to avoid spurious oscillations in the neighborhood of shocks while preserving high order accuracy. Similarly, a nonlinear multiresolution will use a data dependent selection of the prediction stencil. One of the objectives of this approach is to improve on the accuracy and compression properties by avoiding the presence of singularities within the prediction stencil. Many open problems remain concerning the stability of such decompositions which
